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Jacobi–Trudi Identities for Boolean Tableaux and Ideal-tableaux of
Zigzag Posets
KAZUTO ASAI
A boolean tableau is an array T D .Ti j / of the elements of a finite boolean algebra with several
rows and infinitely many columns, where the entries increase from left to right and downwards. We
study the generating functions for various classes of boolean tableaux. Applying the Gessel–Viennot
method to certain nonplanar digraphs, we have determinantal formulas for the generating functions,
which are regarded as generalized Jacobi–Trudi identities. By this theorem, we can also deal with
ideal-tableaux of zigzags, and give some new totally positive matrices.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In the present article, we use the terminology tableau for a planar array of positive integers,
or more generally, ordered elements, weakly increasing from left to right and downwards. The
domain where the entries of a tableau exist is called the shape. We allow it not to be a usual
one: a Young diagram or its analogue. A plane partition is defined dually concerning the
order relation, that is to say it is an array of positive integers with weakly decreasing rows
and columns. A Jacobi–Trudi identity is a formula for the characters of representations of
several classical groups and also a determinantal expression of the generating function for a
certain class of tableaux or plane partitions. We shall deal with the latter one in a combinatorial
context. In studying Jacobi–Trudi identities, it makes no essential difference whether tableaux
or plane partitions are considered.
The purpose of the paper is to give a determinantal formula for the generating function for
boolean tableaux, which are tableaux consisting of the elements of a finite boolean algebra.
This result is a consequence of the Gessel–Viennot (lattice path) method [4, 5, 7, 18, 24], which
interprets a tableau as a vertex-disjoint r -path. Our new contrivance is to accept the vertex-
disjoint, but edge-crossing-allowed r -paths for the calculation of the generating functions,
as well as nonintersecting ones. Indeed, edge-crossing is forbidden in the former theories,
and that is avoided skillfully by restricting fundamental digraphs. In virtue of our method,
we can handle very general classes of boolean tableaux as the objects of the Jacobi–Trudi
identities. Our main theorem has several corollaries including a generating function formula
for the tableaux of the order ideals of zigzag posets (zigzags). Also, we clarify the condition
describing possible tableaux classes for the identities.
In [9], Jacobi first proved the original Jacobi–Trudi identity s D jhi−iC j j (*), where hk
is the complete symmetric function. That is equivalent to the formula for the characters of
GL.n/:  D j.i−iC j/j [19, 27], and both sides of (*) are interpreted as the weight sum
of all semistandard tableaux of shape  [4, 5, 13]. This formula has several combinatorial
extensions. Two important examples of generalized Jacobi–Trudi identities are known as the
results of Okada [15] and Wachs [26], which are concerned with partially strict shifted plane
partitions and flagged Schur functions, respectively. There are also interesting results about
extensions or analogies [3–6, 8, 11, 24, 25]. And our theorem includes the first two examples
completely.
All of those results are proved by using the lattice paths. Now we make a brief overview of
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the background of the lattice path method. In what follows, let P and N denote the set of all
positive and nonnegative integers, respectively.
First of all, Lindstro¨m [12] combined nonintersecting r -paths with determinants. Next,
Gessel and Viennot [4, 5] developed a powerful tool which interprets plane partitions as non-
intersecting r -paths, and gave various formulas for the generating functions for plane partitions.
Stembridge [24] devised the technique to enumerate more general classes of nonintersecting
r -paths, or equivalently, plane partitions by pfaffians. This work is closely related to Okada’s
pfaffian [14] for the minor summation formula of an arbitrary matrix. Hamel and Goulden [8]
reached the stage where the Jacobi–Trudi identity, the Giambelli identity and the rim ribbon
identity are unified.
Another application of the lattice paths is to the problems of the positivity of sequences or
matrices. Sagan [17] applied the lattice paths in a planar digraph onNN for the proof of the
log concavity or po´lya frequency of some combinatorial sequences. He contrived a remarkable
method to assign a weight to each path without fixed weights on the edges, which is different
from the usual way. Brenti [3] proved that every totally positive matrix M is completely
characterized by a certain planar labeled digraph D on NN. He also gave a unified proof of
the total positivity and po´lya frequency of many combinatorial objects using digraphs.
Our main interest is directed to tableaux with nonnumber entries — the elements of boolean
algebras and the order ideals of zigzags. But also, according to part of Sagan and Brenti’s idea,
we can deduce from our theorems several new totally positive infinite matrices of (Laurent)
polynomials with ample parameters.
2. THE MAIN RESULT
We denote by T; U an interval in Z. Let I D .I1; : : : ; Ir / be intervals in P. For subsets x; y
of P, we define a (non-order) relation i j by x i j y () x \ I j  y \ Ii . Let T1; r U  Z
be the diagram with r rows and infinitely many columns. A boolean tableau T D .Ti j / is an
assignment T V T1; r U  Z! 2P of the subsets Ti j of P to this diagram, such that the entries
are increasing weakly from left to right and downwards concerning inclusion. More generally,
we often assume that the entries of the i-th row are elements of 2Ii for all i 2 T1; r U. Let us
call this T a boolean tableau of I . In this case, however, we adopt the modified condition:
T1 V Ti j  Ti; jC1 .i 2 T1; r U; j 2 Z/;
T2 V Ti j i;iC1Cl TiC1Cl; jCl .l 2 T0; r − i − 1U; i 2 T1; r − 1U; j 2 Z/:
REMARK. If I1 D    D Ir , (T2) is simply that Ti j  TiC1; j as expected. Moreover, (T2)
can be simplified to Ti j i;iC1 TiC1; j when Ii \ IiC2  IiC1 for all i 2 T1; r − 2U.
Let T be a boolean tableau of I . The subset f.i; j/I Ti j 6D ?; Ii g of T1; r UZ is considered as
the shape of T . But note that, different from the case of ordinary tableaux, there is no restriction
on the shapes of boolean tableaux. Now let a map i from the boundaries ai ; bi of Ii D Tai ; bi U
to Z be fixed, and set i .ai / D i , i .bi / D i . Write .1; : : : ; r / D , .1; : : : ; r / D ,
and .1; : : : ; r / D  . Also fix a map s from the segments fTk; k C 1Ugk2P in P to the intervals
of Z, and set s.Tk; k C 1U/ D Tmk; nkU. Next let T ki denote maxf j 2 ZI k =2 Ti j g for all k 2 Ii .
The array .T ki /ik completely designates the boolean tableau T subject to the information of
I . The boundary bd.T / of T is defined to be the pair ..T a11 ; : : : ; T
ar
r /; .T
b1
1 ; : : : ; T
br
r //. We
introduce the following class of boolean tableaux.
Tab.I; ; s/ D fT V boolean tableaux of I I bd.T / D .; /;
T ki − T kC1i 2 s.Tk; k C 1U/ .k; k C 1 2 Ii ; i 2 T1; r U/g: (1)
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TABLE 1.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
   ? ? f5g f5g f5g f4,5g f3,4,5g I1   
   ? ? ? f1g f1g f1,3g I2 I2   
   ? ? f5g f5g f2,3,5g f2,3,5g I3 I3   
   ? f5g f5g f5,6g f5,6g I4 I4 I4   
Next we define the (power) weight of T as a Laurent polynomial in .tk/ and . f TkUi j / (k 2 P,
i; j 2 Z) as follows. First of all, we set f TkUi j D 0 unless mk  i − j  nk , and the determinant
of the empty matrix =1. The weight Qw.T / and the power weight t T are respectively defined
by
Qw.T / D t T 
Y
k1
 f TkUT ki −i;T kC1j − j

Ii\I j3k;kC1
; t T D
Y
.i; j/2T1;r UZ
Q
k2Ti j 63kC12Ii tkQ
lC12Ti j 63l2Ii tl
: (2)
The generating function Qg.I; ; s/ for the class Tab.I; ; s/ is given by the sum of the weights:P
T2Tab.I;;s/ Qw.T /. Our main theorem expresses the function explicitly presupposing the
following.
ASSUMPTION 1. For all 1  i < j  r , ; ; a; b;m; n satisfy that
i − j − i C j 
X
aik<a j
nk −
X
a jk<ai
mk
i − j − i C j 
X
bik<b j
nk −
X
b jk<bi
mk : (3)
REMARK. It is easily seen that the assumption is equivalent to the seemingly weaker one
where (3) is valid only for all .i; j/ D .1; 2/; .2; 3/; : : : ; .r − 1; r/.
Let I D .T2; 5U; T1; 3U; T2; 5U; T4; 6U/. We have an example of boolean tableaux of I in
Table 1. (The first row indicates the coordinates of the columns.)
The boundary of the above T is ..6; 2; 3; 4/; .1; 4; 1; 2//. And the weight Qw.T / amounts to
what follows.
Qw.T / D t T f T1U03

f T2U54 f T2U52 f T2U50
f T2U34 f T2U32 f T2U30
f T2U04 f T2U02 f T2U00

 f
T3U
43 f T3U42
f T3U03 f T3U02


f T4U30 f T4U3;−2 f T4U3;−4
f T4U20 f T4U2;−2 f T4U2;−4
f T4U00 f T4U0;−2 f T4U0;−4
 f
T5U
−4;−2
t T D t31 t−22 t3t−114 t25 :
Let i; j be integers and r; s be positive integers. We define Laurent polynomials QTr;sUi j . f; t/
in the variables .tk/ and . f TkUi j /, by the following formulas.
QTr;sUi j . f; t/ VD
X
l2Z
QTr;kUil . f; t/QTkC1;sUl j . f; t/ .r  k  s − 1/
QTr;r Ui j . f; t/ VD f Tr Ui j t j−ir ; QTr;r−1Ui j . f; t/ VD i j (Kronecker delta)
QTr;sUi j . f; t/ VD 0 .r  s C 2/: (4)
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So in fact, for k  1,
QTr;rCkUi j . f; t/ D
X
l1;:::;lk2Z
f Tr Uil1 f
TrC1U
l1l2 f
TrC2U
l2l3 : : : f
TrCkU
lk j t
l1−i
r t
l2−l1
rC1 t
l3−l2
rC2 : : : t
j−lk
rCk : (5)
Let Ii j denote the interval Tai ; b j U for ai  b j , and an empty set otherwise. Next, for
nonempty Ii j , let Qi j be the map from the boundaries of Ii j toZ defined by Qi j .ai / D i− iC1,Qi j .b j / D  j − j C 1. If ai D b j and i − i 6D  j − j , Qi j is undefined. For empty Ii j or
undefined Qi j , set Qg.Ii j ; Qi j ; s/ D 0. Finally, the main theorem follows.
THEOREM 1. On Assumption 1, we have
Qg.I; ; s/ D jQTai ;b j−1Ui−i; j− j . f; t/jrr D j Qg.Ii j ; Qi j ; s/jrr : (6)
3. IDENTITIES FOR DECOMPOSED BOOLEAN TABLEAUX
As the origin of the generating function Qg.I; ; s/ is the Schur function, it is expected that
Qg.I; ; s/ satisfies an analogue of the fundamental formula for the Schur functions of the sets of
variables x; y: (*) s.x; y/ DP s=.x/s.y/. In this section we shall give the analogous
formula.
Let l1; l2; : : : ; lsC1 be strictly increasing positive integers. We assume that a1; : : : ; ar 2
Tl1; l2U, b1; : : : ; br 2 Tls; lsC1U. We decompose each boolean tableau T in Tab.I; ; s/ into
several boolean tableaux as follows. For an interval L in P, let T L denote the boolean tableau
of .I1 \ L ; : : : ; Ir \ L/ defined by
T Li j D Ti j \ L ..i; j/ 2 T1; r U  Z/: (7)
Now we can decompose T into T Tl1;l2U; : : : ; T Tls ;lsC1U.
Let the boundaries of T Tl p;l pC1U be .p; p/ for all p 2 T1; sU. By definition,1 D , s D 
and p D pC1 for all p 2 T1; s − 1U. Also, it is clear that, for each p 2 T2; sU, p is given by
.T l p1 ; : : : ; T
l p
r / which is weakly decreasing.
Conversely, let 1 D , sC1 D , and take an arbitrary .s − 1/-tuple  D .2; : : : ; s/
of weakly decreasing r -term sequences in Z. Let T p be an arbitrary boolean tableau of
.I1 \ Tl p; l pC1U; : : : ; Ir \ Tl p; l pC1U/ (D .Tl p; l pC1U; : : : ; Tl p; l pC1U/ for p 6D 1; s), with the
boundaries .p; pC1/. A boolean tableau T in Tab.I; ; s/ is composed of the boolean
tableaux T 1; : : : ; T s in this way:
Ti j D
[
1ps
T pi j ..i; j/ 2 T1; r U  Z/: (8)
It is easily confirmed that the T defined by (8) satisfies the conditions (T1) and (T2) for
boolean tableaux.
Next, set I p D .I1 \ Tl p; l pC1U; : : : ; Ir \ Tl p; l pC1U/ and  pi .l p/ D pi ,  pi .l pC1/ D pC1i ,
 p D . p1 ; : : : ;  pr / .i 2 T1; r U; p 2 T1; sU/. The decomposition and the composition: T  !
.T Tl1;l2U; : : : ; T Tls ;lsC1U/ of boolean tableaux construct the weight-preserving bijection:
 V Tab.I; ; s/ −!
a
2;:::;s
Tab.I 1; 1; s/     Tab.I s;  s; s/
Qw.T / D Qw.T Tl1;l2U/ : : : Qw.T Tls ;lsC1U/: (9)
Here, the disjoint union runs over all .s−1/-tuples of weakly decreasing sequences of length
r in Z. The following is derived immediately from this bijection.
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THEOREM 2. It holds that
Qg.I; ; s/ D
X
2;:::;s
Y
1ps
Qg.I p;  p; s/; (10)
where the sum runs over the same range as the disjoint union of (9).
REMARK. One may feel it is strange that the suffices 2; : : : ; s of the sum in (10) run
independently while the original formula (*) restricts the range of the summation by   .
But when we specialize (10) toward the original in a suitable way, the product on the right-hand
side of (10) vanishes whenever 1  2      sC1 does not hold.
4. IDEAL-TABLEAUX OF ZIGZAGS
The purpose of this section is to apply Theorem 1 to the tableaux of the order ideals of
zigzags. First, we introduce basic terminology. A path in a digraph is supposed to be directed,
vertex-distinct; trail to be directed, edge-distinct; and walk to be directed. A semipath, semitrail
and semiwalk are undirected, i.e., allowed to pass edges in the opposite direction. An order
ideal I of a partially ordered set (poset) P is a subset of P such that, x 2 I , y < x implies
y 2 I . The Hasse diagram of a poset is a graph which indicates the relation x covers y (x > y
and x > @z > y) linking the vertices x and y so that x is located above y. Thus, the edge
fx; yg can be naturally considered to be directed from x to y, so we write it as xy and not yx .
A finite poset Z is called a zigzag (poset) when every vertex of its Hasse diagram H.Z/ has
degree 2 except two degree-1-vertices. These degree-1-vertices are called the ends of Z or
H.Z/.
Now fix a zigzag Z with the ends p; q, and take arbitrary r connected subgraphs Hi of
H.Z/, and set H.Zi / D Hi (i 2 T1; r U). Write Z D .Z1; : : : ; Zr /. Let the ends of zigzags
Zi be pi ; qi , where pi ; qi appear in this order in the semipath from p to q of H.Z/. If pi
precedes or equals q j in the semipath p! q, then Hi j are defined to be connected subgraphs
of H.Z/ with the ends pi ; q j , and otherwise, set Hi j D ?. The zigzags Zi j are defined by
H.Zi j / D Hi j .
Next, let us consider a tableau T consisting of the order ideals of Z , namely, an array
T of the order ideals of Z weakly increasing (concerning inclusion) from left to right and
downwards. That is called an ideal-tableau of Z . More generally, as the case of boolean
tableaux, we give extended definition of ideal-tableaux of zigzags. We redefine the relation
i j by x i j y () x \ Z j  y \ Zi . Let T be an array of r rows and infinitely many
columns, which contains only order ideals of Zi in each i-th row. Assume that T satisfies (T1),
(T2) in Section 1 with respect to the modified i j . This T is called an ideal-tableau of Z.
Ideal-tableaux of Z are considered as boolean tableaux of I D .I1; : : : ; Ir / satisfying
additional condition, when the elements of Zi forms the set Ii . This condition is only that
each entry in the i-th row should be an order ideal of Zi . Accordingly, we attempt to derive
the Jacobi–Trudi identity for ideal-tableaux of Z from that for boolean tableaux of I .
For each i 2 T1; r U, let a map i from the ends pi ; qi of Zi to Z be fixed, and set i .pi / D i ,
i .qi / D i . Write  D .1; : : : ; r /. Also fix a map e from the edges of H.Z/ to the intervals
of N (not Z) and set e.e/ D Tme; neU. For x 2 Zi , let T xi denote maxf j 2 ZI Ti j 63 xg. The
boundary bd.T / of a tableau T is the pair ..T p11 ; : : : ; T
pr
r /; .T
q1
1 ; : : : ; T
qr
r //. Now, similarly
to the case of boolean tableaux, a class of ideal-tableaux of Z is defined below.
Tab.Z; ; e/ D fT V ideal-tableaux of ZI bd.T / D .; /;
T xi − T yi 2 e.xy/ .xy 2 E.Hi /; i 2 T1; r U/g: (11)
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a
b
c
d
e
g
h
FIGURE 1.
TABLE 2.
0 1 2 3 4 5
   ? fag fa; dg fa; dg fa; c; dg Z1   
   ? ? fd; eg fc; d; e; gg Z2 Z2   
   ? fdg fa; dg fa; c; dg fa; c; dg Z3   
The notation Tab.Z; ; e/ is accordance with the notation Tab.I; ; s/ for boolean tableaux
when Ii are regarded as antichains. Indeed, boolean tableaux are, in other words, ideal-tableaux
of antichains.
Next, let us introduce variables f ei j and te whenever e 2 E.H.Z// and i; j 2 Z. We putf ei j D 0 unless me  i − j  ne. Let j .e/ denote the set fi 2 T1; r UI e 2 E.Hi /g. We define
the weight of T .
w.T / D t T 
Y
xy2E.H.Z//
j f xyT xi −i;T yj − j ji; j2 j .xy/; t
T D
Y
.i; j/2T1;r UZ
Y
y2Ti j 63x2Zi
xy2E.H.Z//
txy : (12)
Let us denote by g.Z; ; e/ the generating function
P
T2Tab.Z;;e/ w.T /.
Let Z D fp D a; b; c; d; e; g; h D qg be a zigzag depicted in Figure 1. Define subposets
Z1; Z2; Z3 by Z1 D Z3 D fp1 D p3 D a; b; c; d D q1 D q3g and Z2 D fp2 D c; d; e; g; h
D q2g. Table 2 shows an example of ideal-tableaux of .Z1; Z2; Z3/.
The boundary of the above T is ..0; 2; 1/; .1; 3; 0//. Let e.e/ D N for all e 2 E.H.Z//.
The weight w.T / is given by
w.T / D t T
 f ba3;−1 f ba3;−2f ba1;−1 f ba1;−2
 f bc32 f bc1;−1

f cd20 f cd2;−1 f cd2;−3
f cd00 f cd0;−1 f cd0;−3
0 f cd−1;−1 f cd−1;−3
 f
ge
0;−1 f hg10
t T D t7bat3bct5cd tgethg:
Now, we adopt the following modified assumption instead of Assumption 1.
ASSUMPTION 2. For all 1  i < j  r (or equivalently, for all .i; j/ D .1; 2/; .2; 3/; : : : ;
.r − 1; r/), it is satisfied that
i −  j − i C j 
X
k2T0;c−1U
xk>xkC1
nxk xkC1 −
X
k2T0;c−1U
xkC1>xk
mxkC1xk
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i −  j − i C j 
X
k2T0;d−1U
yk>ykC1
nyk ykC1 −
X
k2T0;d−1U
ykC1>yk
mykC1 yk ; (13)
where .x0; : : : ; xc/ and .y0; : : : ; yd/ are the semipaths from pi to p j and qi to q j , respectively.
For nonempty Zi j , let Qi j be the map from the ends of Zi j toZ defined by Qi j .pi / D i−iC1,
Qi j .q j / D  j − j C 1. If pi D q j and i − i 6D  j − j , Qi j is undefined. For empty Zi j or
undefined Qi j , set g.Zi j ; Qi j ; e/ D 0. We now have an expression of the generating function.
COROLLARY 1. On Assumption 2, it holds that
g.Z; ; e/ D
g.Zi j ; Qi j ; e/rr : (14)
PROOF. Let us derive this from Theorem 1. To begin with, give a label n.x/ of positive
integer to each element x of Z , so that we have n.p/ D 1, and for adjacent x; y, n.y/ D n.x/C1,
where x precedes y in the semipath from p to q. By this labeling, we have Ii from Zi , and so
we can take I D .I1; : : : ; Ir /. Thus, by Theorem 1, we have a Jacobi–Trudi identity:
Qg.I;   n−1; e/ D
 Qg.Ii j ; Qi j  n−1; e/
rr : (15)
Now we substitute variables in the identity (15) as follows: for the edge xy 2 E.H.Z//,
f TkUi j D f xyi j , tk D t−1xy whenever n.x/ D n.y/ − 1 D k, and f TkUi j D f xyji , tk D txy whenever
n.x/ − 1 D n.y/ D k. After this modification, it is certain that the weight Qw.T / becomes
w.T /, and that the left-hand side of (15) becomes the sum of weightsw.T / of boolean tableaux
of I . As we mentioned before, ideal-tableaux of Z are nothing but boolean tableaux of I
where each entry of i-th row is an order ideal of Zi for every i . Therefore it suffices to show
that if T has a non-order-ideal of Zi for some i-th row, the weightw.T / vanishes. Suppose Tkl
is not an order ideal of Zk , then there exist x; y 2 Zk such that x covers y and x 2 Tkl 63 y. We
now see that the .k; k/-component of the matrix . f xyT xi −i;T yj − j / is 0 because T
x
k − k < T yk − k.
Since T is a boolean tableau, we see by (T2) that T xi − i , T yj − j decrease as i; j increase.
Therefore all of the left-lower components of the .k; k/-component are 0 and the determinant
vanishes. 2
Because of the complexity of g.Z; ; e/ caused by the determinantal weights, the formula
(14) appears far different from the usual Jacobi–Trudi identity. But from this, we can derive
neater formulas which contain Okada–Wachs’ tableau-generating function identities. First of
all, we introduce important elements of ideal-tableaux of zigzags named the shape and the
e-shape, where e is an edge of H.Z/. The shape of T is a subset of T1; r U  Z consisting of
the points (or 1  1-squares with the center points) .i; j/ where neither an empty set nor Zi
exists. This corresponds to the definition of the shape of an ordinary tableau. Let e D xy. The
e-shape T e of T is, roughly speaking, the set of points (or 1 1-square) where y exists and x
does not exist. If e =2 E.Hi / for some i , however, more exact definition should be referred to.
Put p D j j .e/j. Let .T eC1 ; : : : ; T eCp / and .T e−1 ; : : : ; T e−p / be sequences in Z defined by
.T eCi − i/i2T1;pU D .T xi − i/i2 j .e/; .T e−i − i/i2T1;pU D .T yi − i/i2 j .e/:
From the condition of tableaux, it follows that the sequences T eC1 ; : : : ; T eCp and T
e−
1 ; : : : ; T
e−
p
are weakly decreasing, and that T eCi  T e−i . The e-shape T e is defined as the pair ..T eC1 ; : : : ;
T eCp /; .T e−1 ; : : : ; T e−p // which is identified with the skew diagram:
f.i; j/ 2 T1; pU  ZI T e−i < j  T eCi g:
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TABLE 3.
e ba bc cd de ge hg
T e

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄

⁄⁄⁄

⁄⁄⁄⁄⁄
? ⁄

⁄
Tableaux are characterized by the use of e-shapes. Indeed, a tableau is completely determined
by the information of all e-shapes and the fundamental zigzags Z. Let .M; N / be a partition
of the set of edges of H.Z/, i.e., M
‘
N D E.H.Z//. Now introduce the following:
Tab.Z; / D fT V ideal-tableaux of ZI bd.T / D .; /g
Tab.Z; ;M; N / D

T 2 Tab.Z; /I T e V

vertical strip .e 2 M/
horizontal strip .e 2 N /

: (16)
Let T be the ideal-tableau of zigzags displayed in Table 2. The e-shapes of T are listed in
Table 3. (The symbol * signifies the first column.)
In order to modify the weight, let the function e be assumed to satisfy that e.e/ D T0; nU for all
e 2 M and e.e/ D N for all e 2 N . In other words, f ei j are variables if and only if i− j 2 T0; nU
or ‘i  j and e 2 N ’. Now we can replace f ei j by the elementary symmetric function
ei− j .x1; : : : ; xn/ whenever e 2 M , and the complete symmetric function hi− j .x1; : : : ; xn/
whenever e 2 N . By the definition of e-shape, the skew Schur function s= comes out of the
determinant:  f xyT xi −i;T yj − j

i; j2 j .xy/
:
Depending on the classification of e, the skew Schur function is of type T e or transpose T e 0 of
T e. Let us denote them respectively by s.T e/ and s.T e 0/. To summarize, under this situation,
we have
w.T / D t T 
Y
e2M
s.T e 0/ 
Y
e2N
s.T e/: (17)
Now we consider the generating function F.Z; / DPT2Tab.Z;/ w.T /. As f ei j is replaced
by hi− j or ei− j , the function F.Zi j ; Qi j / depends on i −  j − i C j but Qi j itself, so can be
written as Fi− j−iC j .Zi j /. Let A and B be, respectively, the subsets of M and N , consisting
of the elements xy such that x precedes y in the semipath from p to q of H.Z/. Now we
have the partitions .A; A0/ and .B; B 0/ of M and N , respectively. The generating function of
Fk.Zi j / is expressed below.
X
k2Z
Fk.Zi j /qk D
nY
lD1
Q
e2A\E.Hi j /.1C teqxl/Q
e2B\E.Hi j /.1− teqxl/

Q
e2A0\E.Hi j /.1C teq−1xl/Q
e2B0\E.Hi j /.1− teq−1xl/
: (18)
Here we recall the condition (13). As we reset the values of mi and ni , we can rewrite (13)
as follows.
ASSUMPTION 3. Let HN be the Hasse diagram derived by removing all edges xy 2 M from
H.Z/, and identifying x D y. Define Z N by H.Z N / D HN . Assume that the sequences of
the ends of the zigzags Zi s: p1; : : : ; pr and q1; : : : ; qr are weakly increasing in the poset Z N .
Next let down.x; y/ denote the number of edges vv0 such that v precedes v0 in the semipath
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from x to y in H . For all i 2 T1; r − 1U, it is satisfied that
i − iC1  n  down.pi ; piC1/− 1
i − iC1  n  down.qi ; qiC1/− 1: (19)
COROLLARY 2. On Assumption 3, we have
F.Z; / D jFi− j−iC j .Zi j /jrr : (20)
In the above formula, it is clear that if we set n D 1, i.e., take one variable x1 for the symmetric
functions, and put x1 D 1, then F.Z; / becomes Qp.Z; ;M; N / DPT2Tab.Z;;M;N / t T .
COROLLARY 3. We also have the formula for the sum of power weights:
Qp.Z; ;M; N / D j Qpi− j−iC j .Zi j ;M; N /jrr : (21)
REMARK. We emphasize that if Z is a chain, (21) includes both of Wachs’ identities for
flagged Schur functions and Okada’s identities for partially strict shifted plane partitions. In
this case, note that an ideal-tableau of Z is regarded as an ordinary (number-entry) tableau,
and the boundary of it coincides with the shape of it. And what is clarified according to
Assumption 3 is that if p1; : : : ; pr and q1; : : : ; qr weakly increase, then number-entry tableaux
for the Jacobi–Trudi identity have no more restrictions than that those shapes  n  should
satisfy i −iC1  −1 and i −iC1  −1. Those tableaux are called skew waved tableaux.
5. THE LATTICE PATHS FOR BOOLEAN TABLEAUX
This section is devoted to interpreting boolean tableaux as nonintersecting multipaths in
a certain digraph. Let D be an acyclic digraph. An r -vertex u of D is a distinct r -tuple
.u1; : : : ; ur / of the vertices of D. Let u; v be r -vertices of D. An r -path or a multipath p
from u to v D .v1; : : : ; vr / is an r -tuple .p1; : : : ; pr / of paths such that pi is from ui to
vi . An r -path is called vertex-disjoint if any two components have no common underlying
vertices. Another important notion is a nonintersecting r -path, which is vertex disjoint and has
no edge-crossing in the configuration of it. Thus, in this case the path should be geometrically
well defined. We now attempt to make a bijection between boolean tableaux with r rows and
nonintersecting configurations of r -paths.
Let D D .V; E/ be the digraph with the vertices V D f. j; k/I j 2 Z; k 2 Pg and the
directed segments E D f−−−−−−−−−!.i; k/. j; k C 1/Imk  i − j  nk; k 2 Pg, which are regarded
as edges. Write −−−−−−−−−!.i; k/. j; k C 1/ D .i; k/. j; k C 1/. Now define two r -vertices u D ..1 −
1; a1/; : : : ; .r − r; ar //, v D ..1− 1; b1/; : : : ; .r − r; br //. Let the totality of r -paths from
u to v be denoted by P.u; v/, and the subsets of all vertex-disjoint, non-vertex-disjoint and
nonintersecting elements by P.u; v/, P.u; v/ and P⁄ .u; v/, respectively.
Let p D .p1; : : : ; pr / be an element of P.u; v/. Each pi is determined by the function
pi V Ii −! Z, which is defined by pi .k/ D j () pi has the vertex . j; k/.
THEOREM 3. On Assumption 1, there exists a bijection  V Tab.I; ; s/ −! P⁄ .u; v/
defined by
 .T / D p D .p1; : : : ; pr /; pi .k/ D T ki − i .k 2 Ii ; i 2 T1; r U/: (22)
PROOF. As a boolean tableau is characterized by the array .T ki /ik and intervals I ,  is
clearly an injection. Thus, we prove that the image of  is P⁄ .u; v/.
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FIGURE 2.
Let T be an element of Tab.I; ; s/. The i-th row of T defines a path pi for every i 2 T1; r U.
The condition mk  T ki − T kC1i  nk .k; k C 1 2 Ii ; i 2 T1; r U/ enables T to be a path in D.
By definition, pi is a path from ui D .T aii − i; ai / to vi D .T bii − i; bi /. We now show that p
is nonintersecting. For i < i 0, the condition (T2) says that Ti j i i 0 Ti 0; jCi 0−i−1. It means that
for k 2 Ii \ Ii 0 , if k 2 Ti j , then k 2 Ti 0; jCi 0−i−1. Thus we have T ki C i 0 − i − 1  T ki 0 , say,
T ki − i > T ki 0 − i 0. This assures nonintersection of p.
Next take a nonintersecting p 2 P⁄ .u; v/. By equation (22), we obtain a row-increasing
array T such that  .T / D p, and the i-th row consists of the order ideals of Ii . We confirm
that T 2 Tab.I; ; s/. By definition, we see bd.T / D .; /. The geometry of D implies
mk  T ki − T kC1i  nk for all k; i such that k; k C 1 2 Ii . It remains to show that T
satisfies (T2). Now fix i; i 0 2 T1; r U .i < i 0/ and suppose ai 0 2 Ii . (We can proceed
similarly in the other cases.) By the definition of D, for k such that k; k C 1 2 Ii , we have
mk  pi .k/ − pi .k C 1/  nk , and therefore, pi .ai 0/ − pi .ai /  −
P
aik<ai 0 nk : On the
other hand, Assumption 1 says that pi .ai /− pi 0.ai 0/ 
P
aik<ai 0 nk : From these, it follows
that pi .ai 0/− pi 0.ai 0/  0. Thus, noting that p is nonintersecting, we have pi .k/ > pi 0.k/ for
all k 2 Ii \ Ii 0 . That leads T ki − i > T ki 0 − i 0. Hence (T2) can be derived in like manner as the
first step of the proof. 2
Let I D .T2; 6U; T1; 5U; T2; 5U; T3; 5U/,  D .5; 2; 1; 1/,  D .4; 2; 2; 1/, and s satisfy that
m1 D −4; n1 D 2; n2 D 1;m5 D −3. This situation agrees with Assumption 1. Therefore we
have the above-mentioned bijection:  V Tab.I; ; s/ −! P⁄ .u; v/. Let T 2 Tab.I; ; s/ be
the boolean tableau exemplified in Table 4. Figure 2 shows the nonintersecting r -path which
corresponds to T .
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6. ANTI-IDEAL DECOMPOSITION OF DIGRAPHS
In this section we develop a general theory of anti-ideal decomposition of digraphs and
vertex-disjoint r -paths. As the result, we have a refinement of Lindstro¨m’s theorem.
Let D D .V; E/ be a digraph, which need not to be acyclic for a while. Let V 0 and E 0
be subsets of V and E , respectively. The (vertex-)induced subdigraph of D induced by V 0 is
the maximum subdigraph with vertices V 0, denoted by DV 0 , and the edge-induced subdigraph
of D induced by E 0 is the minimum subdigraph with edges E 0, denoted by DE 0 . For edge-
induced subdigraphs F;G of D, the union and the intersection of F and G are defined as the
subdigraphs induced by E.F/ [ E.G/ and E.F/ \ E.G/, respectively.
Let p D .v0; e1; : : : ; vr / and p0 D .v00; e01; : : : ; v0s/ be paths in D such that vr D v00. We
denote by p  p0 the path .v0; e1; : : : ; vr ; e01; v01; : : : ; v0s/. Let l.p/ denote the length r of p.
Let iv.p/ and tv.p/ denote the initial vertex v0 and the terminal vertex vr , respectively. For
a path or a multipath p, let V .p/ and E.p/ denote the set of underlying vertices and edges of
p, respectively.
Let F be an edge-induced subdigraph of D and p D .v0; e1; : : : ; vn/ be a path in D.
Assume V .p/\ V .F/ 6D ?. Let vr and vs denote the first and the last vertices in p contained
in V .F/, respectively. Set p0 D .vr ; erC1; : : : ; vs/. Then p0 is uniquely expressed by p0 D
pF;1  : : :  pF;s (s:odd), where8>>>><>>>>:
pF;i is in .1  i  s; i V odd/
l.pF;i /  1
E.pF;i / \ E.F/ D ?
V .pF;i / \ V .F/ D iv.pF;i / [ tv.pF;i /
9>>>=>>>; .2  i  s − 1; i V even/.
(23)
The multipath .pF;1; pF;3; : : : ; pF;s/ in F is denoted by pF . If V .p/\V .F/ D ?, then pF de-
notes?. For an arbitrary r -path p D .p1; : : : ; pr /, let pF denote the multipath .pF1 ; : : : ; pFr /,
and if some components of pF are ?, they are omitted.
Let u D .u1; : : : ; ur / and v D .v1; : : : ; vr / be r -vertices of D. Let v denote the set fv1; : : : ;
vr g. For a permutation  2 Sr , .v/ denotes an r -vertex .v.1/; : : : ; v.r//, and for an r -path
p, .p/ denotes .p.1/; : : : ; p.r//. The sets
S
2Sr P .u;  .v// and
S
2Sr P
.u;  .v// are
denoted by P.u; v/ and P.u; v/, respectively. For p 2 P. .u/;  .v//, let sgnvu.p/ denote
sgn. /.
An alternating walk is a semiwalk (undirected walk) where the directions of edges change
alternately. That is, a sequence of edges .e1; : : : ; en/ such that ei and eiC1 have a common
initial or a common terminal vertex for all i 2 T1; n − 1U. If an edge-induced subdigraph F of
D satisfies that every alternating walk of D starting with an edge of F always lies in F , then
F is called an anti-ideal of D. Let K be an anti-ideal of D, and L be an anti-ideal of K . Then
it is clear that L is an anti-ideal of D. The union and the intersection of anti-ideals are also
anti-ideals.
Let K be an anti-ideal of D. The set V .K / is classified into the ceiling, the floor, and the
room of K :
cl.K / V D fx 2 V .K /I 9e 2 E.D/− E.K /; e is directed to xg
f l.K / V D fx 2 V .K /I 9e 2 E.D/− E.K /; e is directed from xg
rm.K / V D V .K /− cl.K /− f l.K /: (24)
Note that for x 2 cl.K / [resp. x 2 f l.K /], there exist no edges of K directed to [resp. from]
x by the definition of anti-ideals.
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DEFINITION 1. A nonempty anti-ideal K of D which has no anti-ideals except K and? is
called an ideal-cell of D.
LEMMA 1. (i) Let D be a digraph, and K , L be ideal-cells of D. If K \ L 6D ?, then
K D L.
(ii) For an arbitrary digraph D and each edge e of D, there exists an ideal-cell K of D such
that E.K / 3 e.
PROOF. (i) Clear.
(ii) Let M be the set of all edges contained in some alternating walk .x0; e1; x1; : : :/ in
D such that e1 D e. We show the edge-induced subdigraph DM of D is an ideal-cell with
E.DM / 3 e. First we confirm that DM is an anti-ideal. Take any edge e0 of DM and any
alternating walkw0 D .x 00; e01; x 01; : : : ; e0r ; x 0r / in D with e01 D e0. By the definition of M , there
exists an alternating walk w D .x0; e1; x1; : : : ; es; xs/ with e1 D e and es D e0. If xs 6D x 00,
.x0; e1; : : : ; es; xs; es; xs−1/ satisfies xs−1 D x 00. Thus we may assume xs D x 00. Now we
have the alternating walk w  w0 starting with e, and therefore e0i 2 M for all i 2 T1; r U. It
means that DM is an anti-ideal.
To see DM is an ideal-cell, we certify that for any edges e0; e00 of DM , there exists an
alternating walk from e0 to e00 in D. This can be constructed in the similar way as above, that
is, to combine two alternating walks e! e0 and e! e00 at the edge e. 2
By this lemma, we have the following.
THEOREM 4. For an arbitrary digraph D, the set fDI 2 Ag of all ideal-cells of D
satisfies
E.D/ D
a
2A
E.D/: (25)
DEFINITION 2. The set fDI 2 Ag is called the cellular decomposition of D. More
generally, if a set 1 D fD 6DI 2 Ag of anti-ideals satisfies (25), then 1 is called an
anti-ideal decomposition of D. We call D . 2 A/ a factor of 1.
By the definition of anti-ideal decompositions, we have
LEMMA 2. For an anti-ideal decomposition1 and a nonisolated vertex x of D, there exists
a unique factor f of 1 such that x 2 rm. f /, or there exists a unique pair of factors . f1; f2/
of 1 such that x 2 f l. f1/ \ cl. f2/.
DEFINITION 3. For an anti-ideal K of D and r -vertices u; v of D, we define, respectively,
the head and the tail of K with respect to .u; v/ by
hd.K I u; v/ VD .cl.K /− v/
a
.rm.K / \ u/ and
tl.K I u; v/ VD . f l.K /− u/
a
.rm.K / \ v/: (26)
Next let Kuv denote the subdigraph induced by the set:
.cl.K /− v/
a
. f l.K /− u/
a
rm.K /: (27)
For an anti-ideal DE , we write simply as DEuv for .DE /uv .
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LEMMA 3. Let 1 D fDI 2 Ag be an anti-ideal decomposition, and W be the set of all
isolated vertices of D. Let X be the set: fx 2 u \ vI 9;  2 A; x 2 f l.D/ \ cl.D/g. We
have
V .D/ D W
a
X
a[
2A
V .Duv/: (28)
PROOF. Take an arbitrary nonisolated vertex x of D. If x =2 u [ v, or x 2 rm.D/ for
some  2 A, then it is clear that x 2S2A V .Duv/. Assume x 2 f l.D/\ cl.D/ for some
;  2 A and x 2 u [ v. If x 2 v−u, then x 2 Duv . If x 2 u− v, then x 2 Duv . If x 2 u \ v,
then x 2 X . 2
DEFINITION 4. Let F be a finite digraph and u; v be r -vertices of F . Let Q.FI u; v/ denote
the set of all vertex-disjoint r -paths p from u to v such that V .p/ D V .F/. If Q.FI u; v/ 6D ?,
F is called .u; v/-decomposable. Let Q.FI u; v/ denote the set S2Sr Q.FI u;  .v//. If
Q.FI u; v/ 6D ?, F is called .u; v/-decomposable.
If a finite digraph F is .u; v/-decomposable for some r -vertices u; v, then F is also . .u/,
.v//-decomposable for all  2 Sr . If F is . .u/;  .v//-decomposable for some ;  2 Sr ,
then F is .u; v/-decomposable.
LEMMA 4. Let F be .u; v/-decomposable for some r-vertices u; v, and f be an arbitrary
factor of an anti-ideal decomposition 1 of F. Then #hd. f I u; v/ D #tl. f I u; v/. Next
take an arbitrary arrangement .hd. f I u; v// of hd. f I u; v/. For any p D .p1; : : : ; pr / 2
Q.FI u; v/, there exists  2 S#hd. f Iu;v/ such that .p fuv / 2 Q. fuvI .hd. f I u; v//; tl . f I u;
v//.
PROOF. Let p D .p1; : : : ; pr / be in Q.FI u; v/ and put p fuv D q D .q1; : : : ; qs/, qi D
.xi0; e
i
1; : : : ; x
i
li / .1  i  s/. We first show fx10 ; : : : ; xs0g  hd. f I u; v/. As p is vertex-
disjoint, p fuv is an arrangement of fall components of p f g − .cl. f / \ v/ − . f l. f / \ u/.
On the other hand, the initial vertex of an arbitrary component of p f is, by definition, an
element of u [ cl. f /. Therefore fx10 ; : : : ; xs0g  hd. f I u; v/. Conversely, we show if y 2
hd. f I u; v/, then y 2 fx10 ; : : : ; xs0g. Suppose not. As V .q/ D V . fuv/, y D xik for some
i and positive k. Thus y =2 cl. f / and y =2 u. Hence y =2 hd. f I u; v/, which contradicts.
Therefore fx10 ; : : : ; xs0g D hd. f I u; v/. Similarly, fx1l1 ; : : : ; xsls g D tl. f I u; v/. Therefore
.q/ 2 Q. fuvI .hd. f I u; v//; tl. f I u; v// for some  2 Ss . 2
DEFINITION 5. A sequence f D . f1; : : : ; fs/ of the factors of an anti-ideal decomposition
1 of D such that f l. fi / \ cl. fiC1/ 6D ? for all 1  i  s − 1 is called a factor-path in
1. The integer s is called the length of f and denoted by l. f /. If s  2 and all the fi s are
distinct except for f1 D fs , then the factor-path f is called a factor-cycle in 1. If D has no
factor-cycle in 1, D is called 1-acyclic. In particular, when 1 is the cellular decomposition,
the terminologies factor-path in 1, factor-cycle in 1 and 1-acyclic are replaced by cellular
path in D, cellular cycle in D and cellular acyclic, respectively.
REMARKS. (1) Let D be 1-acyclic, and p be a path in D. Then p f is also a path (not
multipath) for every factor f of 1.
(2) Acyclic D is not always cellular (or 1-)acyclic, and conversely.
Let D be a locally finite (there are only finitely many walks between any two vertices)
digraph. Then it is assured that D is acyclic. We assign a weight w.e/ to each of the edges of
the digraph D. The weight of a path is defined to be the product of the weights of the underlying
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edges and the weight of an r -path is defined to be the product of those of all components. The
generating function w.P/ of a set P of r -paths is defined to be the sum of weights of all
elements in P. For r -vertices u; v, let P.u; v/ and P.u; v/ denote the generating function of
P.u; v/ and P.u; v/, respectively.
THEOREM 5 ([12]; SEE ALSO [2, 4, 5, 24]). Let u D .u1; : : : ; ur /, v D .v1; : : :, vr / be
r-vertices of D, then X
2Sr
sgn. /P.u;  .v// D jP.ui ; v j /jrr : (29)
PROOF. Since
Q
1ir P.ui ; v.i// D P.u;  .v//, (29) is equivalent toX
2Sr
sgn. /P.u;  .v// D
X
2Sr
sgn. /P.u;  .v//: (30)
Therefore, we can prove the theorem by making a weight-preserving bijection  from R DS
2Sr P
.u;  .v// to itself such that
.1/    is the identity map .2/ sgnvu.p/ D − sgnvu.p/;
because in virtue of , for each p 2 R, the terms w.p/ and w.p/ on the right-hand side of
(30) are cancelled out and (30) follows. We construct the bijection . Let p D .p1; : : : ; pr /
be in R. Let i be the least integer for which pi intersects another component. Let x be the
first point of intersection of pi with another path and let j be the least integer greater than i for
which p j meets x . We define p D .p1; : : : ; pr / as follows. Let pi and p j be .a1; x; a2/ and
.b1; x; b2/, respectively (ai ; bi are sequences of vertices and edges). We set pi D .a1; x; b2/,
pj D .b1; x; a2/ and pk D pk for all k 6D i; j . As D is acyclic, a path is mapped to a path (not
a walk) and the set of intersection vertices is invariant under . Thus we can confirm easily
that the map  satisfies (1),(2). 2
Let D be as above. We now assign a weightw.v/ to each vertex v as well as each edge of D.
The vertex-weight vw.p/ [resp. edge-weight ew.p/] of a path p is defined as the product of
the weights of its vertices [resp. edges]. The vertex-(or edge-)weight of an r -path is defined
as the product of those of its components. The weight w.p/ of an r -path p is defined as the
product vw.p/ew.p/. For vertices V , set w.V / DQx2V w.x/.
THEOREM 6. Let u D .u1; : : : ; ur /, v D .v1; : : : ; vr / be r-vertices of D. Set W D fV 
V .D/I V  u; v; DV V .u; v/-decomposableg. For V 2 W, let 1V D f.DV /I 2 AV g
be an anti-ideal decomposition of the induced subdigraph DV of D. Denote, respectively, by
W1 and W2 the subsets fV 2WI DV V 1V -acyclicg and fN 2WI DN V non-1N -acyclicg.
For  2 AV , let u and v be arbitrary arrangements of the elements in hd..DV /I u; v/ and
tl..DV /I u; v/, respectively. Then there exists a function  VW1 ! f1;−1g, andX
V2W 1
.V /w.V /
Y
2AV
X
q
sgnv

u .q/ew.q/

C
X
N2W 2
X
p
sgnvu.p/w.p/ D jP.ui ; v j /jrr :
(31)
Here, the suffices q and p of the summations run over Q..DV /uvI u; v/ and Q..DN /I u; v/,
respectively. If .DV /uv D ?, we define
P
q sgnv

u .q/ew.q/ VD 1:
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PROOF. In virtue of the classification: P.u; v/ D ‘V2W Q.DV I u; v/ and Theorem 5, it
suffices to do the following: (1) construct the edge-weight preserving bijection below, and (2)
check the signs .V / of the coefficients
9 V Q.DV I u; v/ −!
Y
2AV
Q..DV /uvI u; v/: (32)
(1): Let V be in W1, W be the set of all isolated vertices of DV , and set X D fx 2 u \
vI 9;  2 AV ; x 2 f l..DV //\ cl..DV //g. Let p be an arbitrary element in Q.DV I u; v/.
We decompose it as follows. For an arbitrary  2 AV , we have ew.p.DV / / D ew.p.DV /uv /,
because for any 1  i  r , there is no edge of p.DV / directed from vi or directed to ui . Thus,
from ew.p/ D Q2AV ew.p.DV / /, it follows that ew.p/ D Q2AV ew.p.DV /uv /. Therefore
together with Lemma 3, p is decomposed into fp.DV /uv I 2 AV g‘W ‘ X , where, by
Lemma 4, .p.DV /uv / 2 Q..DV /uvI u; v/ for some  2 S#u . Now define 9.p/ Df.p.DV /uv /g2AV .
Conversely, arbitrary vertex-disjoint multipaths q 2 Q..DV /uvI u; v/ . 2 AV / com-
pose an r -path p 2 Q.DV I u; v/ as follows. For all ui 2 W ‘ X , set pi D .ui /. Take
any ui such that ui =2 W ‘ X . By Lemma 2, there exists 1 2 AV such that ui 2
fcl..DV /1/ − vg [ rm..DV /1/. Thus it is obvious that ui is in hd..DV /1I u; v/. in
.DV /1uv . If ui is in v, stop. Otherwise, take a path q1i1 2 Q..DV /
1
uvI u1 ; v1/ from ui
to v1j1 2 tl..DV /1I u; v/. If v
1
j1 is in v, stop. Otherwise, v
1
j1 is in f l..DV /1/ − v and by
Lemma 2 again, there exists 2 2 AV such that v1j1 2 cl..DV /2/ − v  hd..DV /2I u; v/.
Now take a path q2i2 from v
1
j1 to v
2
j2 2 tl..DV /2I u; v/. Iterating this process, we have a
path pi D q1i1      q
s
is from ui to v.i/. Next we show the r -path p D .p1; : : : ; pr / is in
Q.DV I u; v/. As q in .DV /uv is vertex-disjoint for each  2 AV and DV is 1V -acyclic,
p is vertex-disjoint. It remains to show that V .p/ D V . Suppose not. Then take a vertex
x 2 V − V .p/. By the above-mentioned process starting with x , we have a path Qp from x to
x 0 such that x 0  v. On the other hand V .p/ \ V . Qp/ D ?, and that contradicts x 0  v. Now
define 8.fqg2AV / D p. We can confirm easily that 8 is the inverse of 9.
(2): Assume DV is 1V -acyclic. For any r -paths p; p0 in Q.DV I u; v/, we have
sgnvu.p0/
sgnvu.p/
D
Y
2AV
sgnvu .p0.DV /

uv /
sgnvu .p.DV /

uv /
:
Thus there exists a function  V fV 2WI DV V 1V -acyclicg ! f1;−1g such that
sgnvu.p/ D .V /
Y
2AV
sgnv

u .p
.DV /uv / .p 2 Q.DV I u; v//: 2
7. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
This section gives a proof of our main theorem. Let D; u; v be as in Section 5, Theorem 3.
We allocate a weight to each of the edges and the vertices of D as follows. For the edge
e D .i; k/. j; k C 1/, set w.e/ D f TkUi j . For the vertex x D .i; k/ 6D u; v, set w.x/ D t ik−1t−ik ,
for x 2 u − v, w.x/ D t−ik , for x 2 v − u, w.x/ D t ik−1, and for x 2 u \ v, w.x/ D 1.
Let Ek denote the set of all edges of D of the form .i; k/. j; k C 1/ .i − j 2 Tmk; nkU/. It is
clear that D is decomposed into the factors of anti-ideal decomposition: 1 D fDEk I k 2 Pg.
Let W denote the totality of the subsets V of V .D/ such that DV is .u; v/-decomposable.
Take an arbitrary element V in W and fix it. Then1V D f.DEk /V I k 2 Pg gives an anti-ideal
decomposition of DV . It is clear that DV is 1V -acyclic. Let uk and vk denote, respectively,
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the sequences of the vertices hd..DEk /V I u; v/ and tl..DEk /V I u; v/ arranged so that the
first components of the vertices decrease. Thus, uk takes the form of ..i1; k/; : : : ; .is; k//
.i1 >    > is/ which excludes the vertices in v, and vk−1 is similar except that it does
not contain any elements of u. Write uk D .uk1; : : : ; uklk / and vk D .vk1; : : : ; vklk /. When
we emphasize that uk and vk are depending on V , we denote them by uk.V / and vk.V /,
respectively.
LEMMA 5. For each k 2 P and i 2 T1; lkU, the edge .uki ; vki / exists.
PROOF. Let k be in P. Since DV is .u; v/-decomposable, using Lemma 4, we have a
permutation  2 Slk and edges ei .i 2 T1; lkU/ of DV such that ei D .uki ; vk.i// for all
i 2 T1; lkU. In general, for a permutation  2 Sl and i 2 T1; lU, there exist (not necessarily
distinct) s; s0; t; t 0 2 T1; lU such that s; t 0  i  s0; t ; .s/ D t ; and .s0/ D t 0, because
if .i/ > i , then there exists j > i such that . j/  i , and if .i/ < i , then there exists
j < i such that . j/  i . Thus, for each i 2 T1; lkU, there exist .s; s0; t; t 0/ 2 T1; lkU and
e; e0 2 E.DV / such that s; t 0  i  s0; t ; e D .uks ; vkt /; and e0 D .uks0 ; vkt 0/. Therefore, we
have mk  uki − vki  nk . Hence, there exist the edges .uki ; vki / .i 2 T1; lkU/ of DV . 2
The following is an immediate consequence of the above lemma.
LEMMA 6. There exists a unique nonintersecting r-path p D .p1; : : : ; pr / in Q.DV I u; v/.
If we write pi D .ui D xaii ; xaiC1i ; : : : ; x
b.i/
i D v.i// .i 2 T1; r U/ for some  2 Sr , thenfor each i 2 T1; r U and k 2 Tai ; b.i/ − 1U, there exists an integer j 2 T1; lkU such that
.xki ; x
kC1
i / D .ukj ; vkj /.
LEMMA 7. On Assumption 1, the  in the above lemma is identity.
PROOF. Let p be the nonintersecting r -path in the above lemma. Suppose  6D id. Let  D
.i1; : : : ; is/ be any cycle in  with s  2. Thus, aik  bik , aik  bikC1 .1  k  s; isC1 VD i1/.
Assume minfi1; : : : ; isg D i1. Then there exist positive integers 1 D t0 < t1 <    < t2C D
s C 1 .C  1/ such that
it2l < it2lC1 <    < it2lC1
it2lC1 > it2lC1C1 >    > it2lC2

.0  l  C − 1/: (33)
We first show that (#): there exist positive integers c; d 2 T1; sU such that max.ic; idC1/ <
min.id ; icC1/ and Taic ; bicC1U \ Taid ; bidC1U 6D ?. Assume it does not hold. Then consider the
polygonal line in R2:
P D
[
1qs
f.iq ; aiq /.iqC1; biqC1/ [ .iqC1; biqC1/.iqC1; aiqC1/g: (34)
By definition, P is closed, but the assumption and (33) mean that P cannot be closed. Hence,
(#) holds. Now for simplicity, we set .ic; icC1; id ; idC1/ D .i; i 0; j; j 0/. For an element xki in
Z P, we denote by ..xki /1; .xki /2/ the components of xki .
Next we deduce that the two paths pi ; p j intersect each other, which contradicts the hypoth-
esis. As i < j and j 0 < i 0, we see by Assumption 1 and the geometry of D that
i −  j − i C j 
a j−1X
kDai
nk −
ai−1X
kDa j
mk 

.x
ai
j /1 − .u j /1 .ai > a j /
.ui /1 − .xa ji /1 .ai < a j /
 j 0 − i 0 − j 0 C i 0 
bi 0−1X
kDb j 0
nk −
b j 0−1X
kDbi 0
mk 
(
.v j 0/1 − .xbi 0j /1 .b j 0 > bi 0/
.x
b j 0
i /1 − .vi 0/1 .b j 0 < bi 0/
:
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Hence we have the inequalities below, which show that the 2-path .pi ; p j / is intersecting.8<:
.ui /1  .xaij /1 .ai > a j /
.ui /1  .u j /1 .ai D a j /
.x
a j
i /1  .u j /1 .ai < a j / .
8><>:
.x
bi 0
j /1  .vi 0/1 .b j 0 > bi 0/
.v j 0/1  .vi 0/1 .b j 0 D bi 0/
.v j 0/1  .xb j 0i /1 .b j 0 < bi 0/ .
(35)
2
REMARK. On the assumption that DV is .u; v/-decomposable for some V , the vertices
u1; : : : ; ur should be distinct and so are v1; : : : ; vr . If us D vt , then the nonintersecting
p 2 Q.DV I u; v/ should have the component ps D .us/. Thus by this lemma, s D t . After
all, if W 6D ? and Assumption 1 is satisfied, then u1; : : : ; ur ; v1; : : : ; vr are distinct, or distinct
except for us D vs for some s .s 2 T1; r U/.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. First of all, applying Theorem 3 to D; u; v, we have the bijection
 from Tab.I; ; s/ to P⁄ .u; v/. We show the power weight t T of a tableau T in this class is
calculated at vw. .T //. Set p D  .T /. Using the notation pi .k/ defined in Section 5, we
have
vw.p/ D
Y
i2T1;r U
Y
k;kC12Ii
t
pi .kC1/−pi .k/
k D
Y
i2T1;r U
Y
k;kC12Ii
t
T kC1i −T ki
k
D
Y
i2T1;r U
Y
k;kC12Ii
t
#f jIk2Ti j 63kC1g−#f jIk =2Ti j3kC1g
k
D
Y
.i; j/2T1;r UZ
Q
k2Ti j 63kC12Ii tkQ
k =2Ti j3kC12Ii tk
D t T :
Secondly, by Theorem 6, we have the expression of the determinant jP.ui ; v j /j. The second
term of the left-hand side of (31) does not appear because for every V 2W, DV is1V -acyclic.
By Lemma 6 and 7, for each V 2 W, the unique nonintersecting r -path p from u to v with
V .p/ D V exists. Therefore we haveX
p2P⁄ .u;v/
.p/vw.p/
Y
k1
X
q
sgnv
k .V .p//
uk .V .p//.q/ew.q/

D jP.ui ; v j /jrr ; (36)
where the summation
P
q runs over Q.f.DEk /V .p/guvI uk; vk/. In this equality, comparing
the weights of the nonintersecting paths, we have .p/ D 1 for all p. Now from Theorem 3
again, for the corresponding pair .T; p/, it follows that
uk D .pi .k//Ii3k;kC1 D .T ki − i/Ii3k;kC1
vk D .pi .k C 1//Ii3k;kC1 D .T kC1i − i/Ii3k;kC1: (37)
Thus, the signed sum on the left-hand side of (36) becomes the determinant: f TkU
T ki −i;T kC1j − j

Ii\I j3k;kC1:
Therefore, together with vw.p/ D t T , (36) is rewritten asX
T2Tab.I;;s/
Qw.T / D jP.ui ; v j /j:
It is easy to check that
P.ui ; v j / D QTai ;b j−1Ui−i; j− j . f; t/: 2
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8. THE TOTAL POSITIVITY OF SOME MATRICES
We close this paper with the application of our Jacobi–Trudi identities to the problem of
totally positive matrices and po´lya frequency sequences. An infinite matrix A D .Ai j /i; j2P is
called totally positive (or TP, for short) when every minor of A is nonnegative. More generally,
if every minor of A is a polynomial of x D .x1; x2; : : :/ with nonnegative coefficients, A is
called x-TP. Let a D .ai /i2N be a sequence. If the lower triangular matrix .ai− j / is TP, then a
is called a po´lya frequency (PF) sequence. For a set of variables x , x-PF is defined similarly.
In our formulation, however, the infinite matrices and sequences to be considered often have
the form A D .Ai j /i; j2Z and a D .ai /i2Z , respectively. In this case, the definition of TP is
that every minor of A is nonnegative as expected, and the one of PF is that .ai− j /i; j2P is TP.
Now we reconsider the equation (6). As Qg.I; ; s/ is the sum of the weights Qw.T /, we can
conclude that Qg is a polynomial in t D .tk/ with positive coefficients if . f TkUi j /i; j2Z are TP for
all k. Therefore we have the following.
THEOREM 7. Let . f TkUi j /i; j2Z be TP matrices with real entries for all k. Then the matrix
Q D .QTr;sUi j . f; t//i; j2Z is t-TP.
In the above theorem we fix the upper suffices Tr; sU of the entry functions of the matrix
Q, so that we can keep Assumption 1 holding for each minor of Q. In what follows we give
an example of a TP matrix based on Corollary 2. The left-hand side of (20) is evidently a
polynomial in x; t with nonnegative coefficients. Let Z ; Zi j be zigzags as in Section 4, except
that Zi j are defined for all i; j 2 P. Assume the ends of zigzags satisfy that p1  p2    
and q1  q2    . Let P denote the infinite matrix .Fi− j .Zi j //i; j2P . Take an arbitrary minor
1 of P . After arranging row and column of 1 conversely, we see 1 becomes the right-hand
side of (20) with some values of ; ; .pi /; .qi /, which satisfy Assumption 3. Hence P is
.x; t/-TP.
THEOREM 8. The matrix .Fi− j .Zi j //i; j2P is .x; t/-TP under the condition that p1  p2 
   and q1  q2    .
COROLLARY 4. Let Z be a zigzag. Set Fi .Z/ D Fi . The sequence : : : ; F−1; F0; F1; F2; : : :
is .x; t/-PF.
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